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The entire clan can enjoy a trip to Greensboro, North Carolina, which combines a small urban journey with urban attractions. Its historical significance and activities for children make the city a popular choice for families. Greensboro is historically important for African-American civil rights. On February 1, 1960, four students staged a lunch counter to sit in, and
their efforts are now immortalized by a statue located on the North Carolina A&amp;A campus. T State University. Charlotte Hawkins Brown founded a school for African Americans in 1902, which eventually saw more than 1,000 graduates and is now a monument and museum. Other historical sites in the area include the Old Mill in Guilford, a fully
operational mill founded in 1767 that still deals with (and sells) completely natural stone ground food. Carolina Model Railroaders, with a display of miniature trains moving through the detailed scenery, will be of interest to children of all ages. Young people will enjoy going to work in Our City, an exhibition at the Greensboro Children's Museum that features a
DC-9 jet, a police cruiser and a pizza café. Children can also get involved in ArtQuest, part of the Green Hill Center for North Carolina Art, which provides an interactive studio where creative minds can paint, weave, clay mold and more. Green Hill also offers five different exhibitions each year with artists from North Carolina. Another favorite of the family is
the position to see the game. Greensboro Grasshoppers, one affiliate of the Florida Marlins, has attracted more than a million fans since 2005. Carolina Dynamo play only 20 minutes, and are associated with the Major League Soccer Columbus Crew. Flights to Greensboro arrive and depart from Piedmont Triad International Airport, just 20 minutes from the
city centre. McDonald's® continues its tradition of creating innovative menu items with their three new Signature Crafted Recipe sandwiches, each featuring aromatic ingredients. Spicy Pico Guacamole sandwich, spicy Sweet BBQ Bacon and sweet Maple Bacon Dijon sandwiches can be personalized with a choice of 100% beef 1/4 lb.* patty, buttermilk
Crispy Chicken or Artisan Grilled Chicken, all for a selection of toasted craft rolls or sesame seed buns. Many of the credit card offers that appear on the website are from credit card companies, of which ThePointsGuy.com receive compensation. This compensation may affect the way and place in which products appear on this site (including, for example,
the order in which they appear). This page does not include all credit card companies or all available credit card offers. For more information, please visit our advertising policy page. Editorial Note: The opinions expressed here are solely those of the author and not those of any bank, credit card issuer, airline or network and have not been verified, approved
or otherwise approved by any of these entities. Travel + Leisure is touring America one three-day weekend at a time. Here's what to do during a short trip to in western North Carolina. No matter what time of year you decide to vacation in Asheville, you can always expect beautiful mountain views, friendly faces and breweries for miles, among many other
attractions. The secret is that Asheville is a fun city for almost every activity you usually do on vacation, from hiking and canoeing to sightseeing and shopping. If you like to eat, drink and be hairy (a nod to the hippie culture you'll find here), look no further than this gem in western North Carolina. We've put together some tips on how to get the most out of
three days in Asheville: Asheville is definitely a drivable city. In fact, it's known for its unbelievable public transport, so plan to rent a car or budget for Uber if you're not in the center of the hotel. However, when you reach the center, you can park for quite cheaply in the garage and go through the entire district in a few hours (and this includes time spent in
shops). For lunch and afternoon shopping, you can't beat North Lexington Avenue. If you crave Indian dishes, enjoy a lunch buffet mela all-you-can-eat. Or if you prefer vegetarian dishes, stop by Rosetta's Kitchen (corn bread and a plate of greens is inexpensive and delicious). Along Lexington Avenue you'll find a variety of women's clothing stores, including
Minx, Virtue and Boutique LP, as well as TOPS for Shoes and Old North for men and women. For a truly local caffeine fix, stop at Izzy's Coffee Den or Dobrá Tea. For a good look at the city, book a place on the purple bus for fun and educational LaZoom Comedy Tours (they have a child-friendly option on Saturdays) and prepare to laugh until the beer
comes out of your nose (byo beer and wine). You can also travel via Segway on Moving Sidewalk Tours. For dinner, try the Spanish tapas in Cúrate and polish them with fancy cocktails at nightbell restaurant, which has the same owners. The city center can be quite crowded, so consider spending time in West Asheville, a hipster meekce where parking is
free and there's plenty to do. For brunch, take your group to King Daddy's Chicken and Waffles (with vegan and gluten-free waffle option) or try the DeSoto Lounge, which opens at .m on weekends (staples menu include pastry with sauce and breakfast burrito). For dinner Admiral is on the peaks, although it is easy to miss it, because it is housed in a modest
building of a speedway block. Be sure to make a reservation, as this is a popular place. Double Crown is a funky diving bar right on the street that also offers weekend dancing and weekly karaoke. You can take it slowly this morning. Head to the River art district of Asheville, where more than 150 professional artists create beautiful works in their studios.
Many studios are open to the public on selected days. In the heart of the RAD hotel, a café café offers hearty breakfasts and lunches. Park there and make your way to open studios within walking distance. In the afternoon, stay at Wedge Brewing Company (known locally as wedge), where you will also find everything your heart desires: a corn hole, a food
truck and local beer. For dinner, guests can stroll to The Bull &amp; Beggar, including New American pastries and cocktails. For more long weekend runs at the best holiday destinations in America, click here. While everyone loves to beat up on Apple Maps - and not without justification - none of the existing map apps are good enough yet. Whether it's data
quality or user experience, everyone still does it too often to be accepted, and that needs to change. Apple, for all their data aggregation, cleanup and sanitizing issues, gets a few things right. The interface, both before and after iOS 7, is not only good looking, but provides a good amount of information not only about the next turn, but also about the next
turn. Voice guidance also do a good job of keeping you informed on long stretches of road, and advises you to stay left or bear right, so you're in the right place on the rails sooner rather than too late. Unfortunately, while Apple Maps often leads you to the block you're going to, it tends to decompose when it comes to the exact location and entrance to it.
Google Maps nails the data, but almost to the error. It's less human. He will tell you that you need to turn right without warning to get right, or tell you to go left when there are three options left, and only get to work out well after the proper has past. (And lest they think their details are perfect, today they told me to pull a u-turn on a blind road when I was
actually in the middle of a 4-lane highway. It only appeared after I passed the virtual dead end. On the way to Mountain View. yes.) Nokia Here maps, TomTom and anyone who licenses data from them all need to do a better job not only with this data, but with presenting it in a more human way. A well-verified, consistently presented location that not only
tells you where to turn and how to get somewhere, but makes sure you're in the right place to turn, and helps you get there. Like too many things, if I could somehow mash Apple and Google Maps back together, I'd like something approaching what I want – great data and a great interface – but it's an option that no longer exists. For now, it's a race to see
who can become more like others, better, faster. Maps are difficult, there is no doubt about it. But getting lost sucks. What is a reasonable level of accuracy? What is a reasonable level of experience? If you miss a turn or are sent the wrong way, how often is it too often? The prettiest tailor and embroidery shop in AmericaNominated by Elaine McPhersonYou
will help everyone who walks in the door. We make Asheville look good. We repair and repair tears, as well as dresses, trousers and sleeves. We embroider names and logos on everything the customer asks for. We are great people to know! We sewed Bon Jovi pants when he was in town. We fixed Elton John's jacket and monogrammed the jacket for
Reba. We sewed patches on the jacket for Bob Bob memphis belle pilot. We made a t-shirt for Glenn Campbell. I have a million stories of people for whom we sewed. We made balloons for the movie My Fellow American and met James Gardener and Jack Lemon. I made a pair of sailing pants for Robin Williams when I lived in California, where Reggie
Jackson was also a client. Stories About A Stitch N TimeOnce, we had a customer who was 6'4 and 250lbs. Her wedding dress had to be fitted and she was getting married on Christmas Day. I spent Christmas Eve tailoring and adding beads for her big day. Day.
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